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Lancet Commission on Obesity 

26 Commissioners, 17 Fellows, 14 countries, 29 disciplines, 4 years



Malnutrition in all its forms 
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High BMI: Increasing in almost all countries

Dietary risks: (15 diet patterns eg low in whole 
grains, F&V etc; high in Na, sugar etc). Recently 
burden has been revised upwards

Maternal & child undernutrition: Slow declines
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Policy Inertia on implementing food policies

1. Food industry opposition
– Direct opposition (esp Coca Cola & Pepsi on SSB taxes) 

– Self-regulatory pledges/codes etc

2. Government reluctance to regulate/tax
– Weak governance systems, conflicts of interest

– Belief in education approaches and market solutions

– Unwilling to battle food industry (chill effect)

3. Lack of public demand for policies
– Usually supportive of policy actions

– Not translated into pressure for change
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Rethinking obesity

• Policy Inertia: an intrinsic part 
of the problem

• Think in systems 

– Obesity as an inevitable 
consequence of complex, 
adaptive systems

• Commonalities with other 
major challenges

• Silos of thinking and working





The Global Syndemic of obesity, undernutrition 
and climate change

• Syndemic
1. 2 or more diseases/ 

epidemics/pandemics

2. Co-occur in time & place

3. Negatively interact with 
each other

4. Have common 
underlying societal 
drivers

• How will this help?
– See these big global 

challenges differently 
(common drivers)

–Malnutrition in all its forms

– Look for double- & triple-
duty actions

– Join forces to demand 
policy action on drivers









Triple-duty actions



The Great Intergenerational Food 
Transformation (GIFT)

How can this generation (ie the 
current grown-ups with the 
power) transform food systems

– Within one generation

– To be sustainable, healthy, 
equitable and prosperous

– For future generations



What is the determining 
feature of Homo Sapiens 
that it rules the world?

The ability 
to organise



Nature of civil society organisations on food

• Numbers are countless

• Agendas are myriad

• Capacity is trivial

• Coffers are miniscule

• Coordination is negligible

• Passion is fierce

• Energy is boundless

$$

1.Communication
– stories -> 
demand for 
policy action

2.Science –
evidence of 
impact

3.Social lobbying 
– influencing 
policy

?

1B



Action on 
The Global 
Syndemic:

Platforms for 
engagement 



Collective action from civil 
society

How can civil society 
increase the demand for 
policies to address aspects 
of The Global Syndemic?


